financial viability and to raise the standards of musical education on offer. Furthermore, an overhaul of its image was needed to promote its role in serious, professional training. The institutions connected with music, and routes into the music profession, were essential to its status. Furthermore, critics linked musical standards, in particular the perceived lack of a distinctly British school of composition, with failings in the training available in both London and the provinces. 6 
The Society of Arts, Education and Music
The Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce (also known as 'The Society of Arts') was founded in 1753 with broad philanthropic aims, intended to support developments in both commerce and culture. Incorporated by Royal Charter in 1847, its mission was confirmed as bestowing pecuniary and honorary rewards for meritorious works in the various departments of the fine arts, for discoveries, inventions, and improvements in agriculture, chemistry, mechanics, manufactures, and other useful arts, for the application of such natural and artificial products, whether of home, colonial, or foreign growth and manufacture, as appear likely to afford fresh objects of industry, and to increase the trade of the realm, by extending the sphere and operations of British commerce. 7 Speaking in 1853, the Chairman Harry Chester affirmed the role of the Society as 'an active promoter of education', being thoroughly convinced that an improved education for the whole people, rich and poor, adult and child, is the first requisite for the improvement of manufactures, commerce, and 6 Similar themes are drawn by Lynn Sargent in 'A New Class of People: The Conservatoire and Musical Professionalization in Russia, 1861-1917' in Music and Letters Vol. LXXXV no. 1 (Feb. 2004 ), 41-61. 7 Extract from the Charter quoted in the Address to the First Ordinary Meeting of 1853-4 given by Harry Chester, Chairman of Council, JSA Vol. II no. 52 (18 November 1853), 2. arts; that a liberal measure of science must enter into that education; and that it is the duty of this Society to promote vigorously this great object. 8 The Society's work in education, and music in particular, provides important context for its involvement in the Royal Academy of Music.
The Society championed the work of Mechanics Institutes and Literary Societies across Britain as well as running its own competitions and examinations aimed primarily at encouraging self-help and innovation among the working classes. Literary and Mechanics' institutes were adopted 'in union', the Society enabling their work and advertising lists of classes and lectures in its weekly proceedings and Journal. The Journal of the Society of Arts began publication in 1852, when the activities of the Society and its associated institutes could no longer be covered adequately in weekly proceedings. At this time it boasted over 90,000 members, including 225 affiliated institutions 'in all parts of the Empire'. 9 The Society was closely involved in the Great Exhibition of 1851 through the work of Henry Cole (1808-1882); the decision to invest the proceeds of the Exhibition in education in the Arts and Sciences was very much in line with its aims and interests .
As part of its work, the Society took an interest in music and music education, and its activities provide an overview of some of the contexts in which music was to be found and discussed in the middle of the nineteenth century. Musical lectures and events were often featured in its reports from provincial institutions. 10 Local education institutions were run by both benefactors and educationalists, and it was not unusual to find musicians and music teachers represented on governing bodies. On occasion the Society offered direct support to local musical initiatives. In 1861 the Journal carried an article in support of the 'Hullah Fund', raising money to allow John Pyke Hullah (1812-1884) to conduct his music classes in the wake of a fire which destroyed St. Martin's Hall in London. 11 As part of its programme of local examinations, the Society offered papers in Music between 1859 and 1919. 12 Topics in music also fell under the Society's remit for developments in science and technology. In November 1860, for example, the Journal reported on the desirability of adopting a standard for Musical Pitch. 13 More directly relevant was its support of 'rational recreation' through the work of the literary and mechanics' institutes. Music often formed an important part of the curriculum provided by local institutes, offering an enjoyable pastime as well as intellectual stimulation. 14 Yet introducing music as a part of formal education met with resistance. Hullah, well-known for his work in mass musical education for the working classes, cities hosted music schools. An increase in amateur involvement fuelled the need for trained music teachers, and shortages in the profession, together with a series of crises at the country's flagship music school, the Royal Academy of Music, initiated the Society's interest in professional musical training.
The Royal Academy of Music
By the 1860s, the Royal Academy of Music was widely acknowledged to be falling far short of expectations in its role in professional education and training. Finances had been a concern since the Academy's foundation in 1822; as early as 1823, the management had petitioned the government for a grant, which was refused, but King George IV pledged an annual subscription of £100, continued by successive monarchs. 17 The institution managed to continue to support students and pay its running costs thanks to individual generosity and the profits from concerts and fancy dress balls. 18 From 1846 the balance sheets show a deficit of around £900 per year and in 1859 the death of Lord Burghersh (1784-1859), the Earl of Westmorland, a key founder of the Academy and one of its most important financial backers, led to a crisis. High-profile management troubles followed through the 1860s, as tension grew between professional musicians and amateur supporters.
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Henry F. Chorley (1808-1872), speaking in 1859 as the Society's interest in music grew, described the Academy as 'an institution which it would be pleasanter to pass by than to enter '. 20 Chorley suggested that the Academy had failed to produce any noteworthy musical artists in the previous twenty years, and that talented students had been 'driven abroad' by both the high cost and poor quality of tuition. 21 Academy], what measures should be taken to place that Academy in a position to realize the hopes of its founders, by subserving the purposes of a National School of Music.' 27 As we have seen, the Society was broadly concerned with the potential impact of music on the mental and moral health of the nation. In addition to its interest in amateur music making as an acceptable form of recreation or study, its concern for trade and commerce included the profession of music. Thus the ensuing investigation focused on practical and ideological problems of music teaching, in addition to issues of organisation and administration within the Academy. interested in the subject', and members of the Society were also 'requested to communicate their views ' . 28 The questions demonstrate that the financial situation of the Academy was one of the key issues, and the associated problems of organisation and management accompanied this. The
The Musical Education Committee
Committee was also concerned with the efficacy of the Academy in producing professional musicians and the questions, reproduced as Appendix 1, attest to the variety of issues and possible scope of the institution they were considering. The questions indicate that the Committee members were already considering some of the features of other institutions; in particular, the Edinburgh museum of musical instruments stood as a model. 29 Other possibilities included closer association with the School of Military Music, founded at Kneller Hall in 1857, and the numerous Cathedral choirs.
The role of the Academy within the broad spectrum of music education on offer across the country clearly needed investigation. The question of funding was also paramount: despite having received funding from the government, the Royal Academy had floundered financially.
Even supporters of the scheme were keen that government money should be spent responsibly, in order to ensure long-term sustainability of the institution. The Society of Arts was, of course, interested in the broader picture of music education across the country, both in local institutions and schools, and among other professional and training institutions. The questions reflect the desire to use the London-based institution for supporting musical education across the country, but also suggest a deeper ambition for developing the Academy as a hub for musical activity as well as education, and a source of standardisation and expertise.
Responses to the queries were sought from representatives from music colleges across with numbers of students. 30 Other entries give more detail on the curriculum, noting the numbers of classes, teachers and students for each instrument and the overall content of classes in theory and composition. The details of each conservatoire's workings are interesting in themselves, but tell us little about attitudes to music education or the real relationship between the teaching in each conservatoire and the ideals of music education to be found in each place.
The Committee also interviewed and invited contributions from professional musicians and those involved in music education provision within the UK. The investigation sparked debate elsewhere, too, and letters published in journals and newspapers were reproduced in the Society's Journal for further circulation. It is within these debates that the more fundamental questions regarding the purpose and scope of the Academy were raised.
The Committee was chaired by the Prince of Wales, who as President of the Royal
Society took a close interest in its activities, and also had a great interest in music. In practice, much of the work was led by Henry Cole, a key member of the Society. Cole is best known for his involvement in science and technology innovations in the mid-nineteenth century, and his management of the Great Exhibition of 1851. 31 He was also instrumental in making use of the profit from the Exhibition for developing national museums on the South Kensington site bought with the proceeds, and was first Superintendent of the Department set up to improve education in art and design in the wake of the Exhibition's great success. Cole was of immense importance to the prospects for a new or re-configured conservatoire. His work in design education epitomised the efficient and socially-beneficial institution envisaged for music, and he controlled large amounts of public money. Indeed, the Royal Academy had already petitioned the Exhibition 
A Curriculum for Higher-Level Music Education
Early on in the Committee's work, and before any of their findings were published, an article by John Ella (1802-1888) gave indications of the problems facing music education in England. 34 Ella described the committee as 'composed entirely of amateurs, unbiased by professional interests' -perhaps a warning as to the nature of some of the opinions they would meet during their investigations. In no other country, Ella countered, are musical publications, classical works of the great masters -sacred and secular, instrumental and vocal -so cheap as in England, and in no other country is good musical instruction so dear! … What is wanted to meet the increasing appetite for good music and for the instruction of youths whose parents are unable to afford them a complete education, is a national academy, with government aid, presided over by an experienced professor of independent means and moral influence… A national academy, with one thousand students, well educated, would supply us with competent organists, excellent vocalists, and efficient orchestral and military musicians… the reason that these young musicians fail to realise in manhood what they promise in childhood, is simply owing to the want of a cheap and complete education under competent masters, with access to libraries and good practical exhibitions of the art.
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Ella also put forward his views on the ideal curriculum for an aspiring musician:
What is meant by a complete education includes a knowledge of harmony, counterpoint, composition, instrumentations, musical history, structure and nature of instruments, and the elements of acoustics, requiring, at least, six years studious application. To these acquirements might also be added an acquaintance with modern languages -Italian, French and German. the male pupils; if the violin be the principal study, they have two lessons per week on the pianoforte, and in harmony, and they attend the sight-singing practice -that is to make them able to read music well.
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In practice, the system was less than effective. Otto Goldschmidt (1829-1907), a Professor of Piano at the Academy since 1863, had been a pupil at Leipzig under Mendelssohn and was therefore familiar with the scheme working successfully. At the Academy, however, 'The professors have pupils varying considerably in proficiency assigned to them; this hinders the simultaneous instruction of several pupils by the same teacher.' 38 Not all pupils were assigned piano as a second study; the critic Henry Chorley noted that a student 'must learn whatever orchestral instrument is wanted to fill up the band.' Other commentators were even less generous towards the Academy's curriculum.
Chorley, a staunch critic, suggested that the Academy needed a complete overhaul or replacement, better 'built anew from top to bottom, than that it should be repatched'. 43 Chorley disagreed with the general principle of students learning two instruments, arguing, 'I infer from this that a pupil may be required to do a little of everything, and therefore is likely to do nothing good in any special department.' 44 Chorley suggested that the Academy's failure to produce high-quality performers confirmed his views, adding that the institution had failed to employ well-known teachers, with the best English performers continuing to be educated outside England. 45 It is notable that the Academy's curriculum would have suited amateurs and aspiring music teachers rather better than talented soloists.
Some proposals for a curriculum took a broad view of music and professional preparation which tended towards general education. Ella's proposed scheme, detailed above, represented the most extensive music curriculum of those considered by the Committee, but many of the continental conservatoires offered instruction in elocution, languages, deportment, solfeggio, harmony and sight-singing as well as instrumental tuition on one or more instruments. The 41 JSA Vol. XIII no. 662 (28 July 1865), 586. Garcia was one of the most influential writers on vocal technique in the nineteenth century. This is particularly due to his experiments into the physical basis of voice production using the laryngoscope, an instrument he is credited with inventing. 42 programme at the Milan Conservatoire was perhaps most extensive, including literature, ethics, logic, elocution, French, Latin, mythology, history, geography, writing and arithmetic. 46 The
Royal Academy was unusual in requiring all students to learn two instruments, but if offered few of these extra skills, even to singers training for stage performance.
The perceived incompleteness of the Academy's musical education applied to the length, as well as breadth, of its students' studies. Because professional musicians were often drawn from the working classes, those attending the Academy were usually under pressure to begin Take, for instance, the case of a young man studying singing. The moment he is in a position to earn two or three guineas a week by engagements, his position is generally such that he is obliged to take them. It is almost impossible to hope for any artistic result in such a case. His education unfinished, his style is deteriorated, and the greater his musical capabilities the more serious is the danger.
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The majority of comparable institutions in continental cities received substantial public funding, allowing them to support these students throughout their education. The Academy had found little success in raising funds and therefore its own problems in training students were compounded by their reluctance to remain in education longer than necessary. The question of 'genius' provides a further point of consideration for the purpose of the conservatoire under scrutiny in the 1865 report. What was the place of musical genius in music education, and was the Academy set up to cater for such musical talent? Goldschmidt considered not: as he argued, 'The main object of the Institution, as I apprehend it, is not so much to produce individual instances of conspicuous attainment as much as a comparatively numerous body of well-instructed and competent musicians.' 53 The structure of the lessons, of course, provided for instruction on a relatively large scale, as long as all the pupils were roughly the same standard, but gave little room for individual attention. Wylde agreed that a general system can go no further, and never succeeds in developing those fine touches of genius upon the production and culture of which the highest musical excellence depends… As a centre, then, for the general diffusion of musical taste, the Academy may have its place; as a means of developing individual genius, it is not only proved, by precedent, to be powerless, but its tendencies are injurious, because repressive and mediocre.
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Wylde concluded that Academies teaching on a large-scale, 'academical' model would never succeed in cultivating the kind of musical genius required in high-level performers and composers: for this, individual tuition was needed over a long period of time, and outside formal educational structures.
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The question of genius and the 'scientific' aspects of music education formed the basis of a further disagreement between Macfarren and Chorley, which took place in the pages of the Society's Journal as well as the Athenaeum magazine. Chorley, concerned with the systems of teaching used in conservatoire education, suggested that, 'Though every master must have his own individuality, … it is obvious that should conflicting theories and methods enter and be enforced in the same academy, the result can hardly fail to be unsatisfactory confusion: an 53 
Amateurs and Professionals
Not all conservatoire students were intending to make music their profession. The Royal Academy of Music, though set up as a professional school, had long admitted amateur students with suitable preparation and an ability to pay the fees. Although the Society's questions did not specifically touch on provision for amateur performers or general music classes, a number of the conservatoires provided details of their activities for non-professionals. The Vienna Conservatoire, for example, included 'the public performance of good musical productions' among its aims, drawing from across the musical community and providing for the public. 1865) , 547. The report from the Vienna conservatoire declared its 'chief objects … to be (1) the maintenance of a Conservatoire; (2) the public performance of good musical productions; (3) the maintenance of a musical library and its appurtenances; (4) general vocal and instrumental rehearsals and performances of the members; and (5) the encouragement of rising musicians by experimental or public performances of their works or otherwise.' gave grants to artists and promoted new music and artists, as well as providing instruction to performers and composers. 62 The National Conservatoire of Music and Elocution in Paris went a step further, offering an 'elementary and popular' class in singing for adult females. 63 This institution had a broader remit than most continental conservatoires, offering classes in solfeggio and elocution as well as a library of musical works and books. In contrast, Peter Le Neve Foster (1809-1879), reporting on the Brussels Conservatoire Royal de Musique, noted that 'The instruction... given is only for those intended for the profession, and not for amateurs; but, inasmuch as there is no control over the students after they leave the Conservatoire, practically
the education is open to all, without distinction.' 64 Sir George Clerk (1787-1867), Chairman of the Academy's Committee of Management, was clear that the Academy was intended for professional preparation only: 'The object of the Academy is to afford the means of more thorough musical education to persons who devote themselves to it professionally. It is not our wish that amateurs should be educated in the Academy at a reduced rate.' 65 The views were confirmed in his next two responses:
professional institution would ensure its serious reputation and help garner public and political support.
The problem of musical amateurs and professionals extended to the management of the Academy. It had been set up by a number of wealthy donors, among them many amateur musicians, and had continue to survive financially partly due to their sponsorship of young The role and nature of institutional management became an important topic in the Society's investigation. Bennett was in favor of a professional musician taking on the role of general superintendent for the Academy, able to oversee the conduct of the students and the day-67 JSA Vol. XIV no. 695 (16 March 1866), 301. Although Bennett's composing career had not lived up to his early promise, he was elected Professor of Music at the University of Cambridge in 1856, and returned to the Academy as Principle only three months after his interview with the Society of Arts Committee. 68 Ibid. 69 Ehrlich describes the conflict between the professionals and management in Music Profession, 86-7. to-day management of the institution. He maintained, however, that overall management, especially where financial matters were concerned, was best dealt with by 'non-professional' gentlemen. 70 Cole argued it 'is to be encouraged in order not that any special class, but that the whole country at large may derive benefit and pleasure from it. It seems to me that it is the business of some central institution -say the Government 'to take care that the musical talent of the country is not wasted and lost. '' 75 Cole's contribution gave a further summary of his views on the object of an academy of music: 'To collect together from all parts of the United Kingdom those persons who have musical talent which it is important to cultivate,-primarily, to sing and play in public;
secondarily, to teach. To give such instruction that the proficients would be available in either capacity.' 76 He also proposed the new academy include a theatre, particularly to assist in training opera singers, and necessary for 'a complete musical education.' 77 Cole's statements underline some of the difficulties facing the Academy, and the Society in its work. The combination of amateurs and professionals had been necessary for the financial sustainability of the Academy in its early years, but this became part of its difficulties in establishing a clear remit and structure.
Cole identified two key areas of professional activity: performing, and teaching. Yet his previous comments position the Academy as an important agent in musical appreciation and education at an amateur level, with possible influence across the whole country. urbanisation, the role of music and the various branches of its profession was not yet established.
While Cole was keen to construct an analogy between education in Art and in Music, others pointed out significant differences. Not only was art and design developed with close links to manufacturing and commerce, Henry Wylde argued further that the system of models used in art education would not transfer to musical teaching.
The Following its extensive investigation, the Society initially recommended that the Academy's management apply again to the Kensington Gore Estate committee for a permanent location on the site. 80 Suitable premises for the institution had been an important discussion point, and became an urgent consideration when the Academy's lease ran out in 1866. 81 The first report also encouraged a considerable increase in government financial support, to be matched by private donations and scholarships: once the Academy gained public confidence, it was hoped that individuals and institutions, such as the Society of Arts itself and Cathedral foundations, would support talented students. Other funds would be raised through fees from private pupils (the controversial term 'amateur' is not used). 82 The conservatoires in Naples, Brussels and Paris were identified as particularly relevant models for London. All three provided large-scale music education with considerable financial support from the State, although the Society's recommendations were rather less ambitious; while the continental institutions catered for 2-300, 500 and 600 students respectively, the London committee made recommendations for 200 publicly-funded students and another 100 fee-paying pupils. 83 The Committee's appeals for government funds were not successful, but the importance of music education had been recognised, and it was agreed that music should remain one of the objects of the Society. In the early 1870s the Society's Musical Education Committee was revived and set to work establishing funds for scholarships through a series of concerts; at the same time the Committee began to shift its focus onto establishing a new institution. 84 In May revisited many of the issues debated during the Society's work in 1865 and 1866; David Wright has traced the difficulties in establishing the nature of the Training School, including arguments over whether its principal should take a musical or administrative role. 86 The Academy's fortunes were also mixed. The grant of £500 instituted in 1864 was removed in 1867 under Disraeli and an attempt made to close the Academy, no doubt after the Society's report failed to find much to recommend continued government support. 87 However, the return of the Liberal party in 1868 under Gladstone saw the grant reinstated, and student numbers began to rise. 88 Much of the debate may have followed political lines; certainly, two of the members of the Society's committee were politicians. Lord Henry Gordon Lennox (1821-1886) was a Conservative politician and friend of Disraeli, while Sir George Clerk was retired as a Scottish MP and Liberal. Other fault lines were drawn along loyalty to the Academy itself.
Macfarren and Bennett both counted among former students and teachers. Debates on pedagogic approaches and theories also reflected musical tastes and divisions: Chorley's support of 'scientific' approaches to music education contrasted with Macfarren's appreciation of a range of approaches and progress in music. Musical 'genius' was approached with caution by those who preferred more traditional styles.
Why was it so difficult to find consensus or collaboration among the country's musicians in the mid-1860s? To some extent, Capes's views on the factions afflicting the music profession seem to reflect serious problems. Numerous music schools had been set up, and vied with the profession grew, the need for standardisation and regulation became more apparent, yet the more senior professional musicians active in the 1860s had been trained under the old systems of patronage and apprenticeship, finding their professional feet via informal networks rather than structured systems. The large numbers of professors holding posts at the Academy suggests its importance for professional musicians in securing status rather than teaching income (each professor taught only a few students, if any), but also perhaps hints at favoritism and may well have fuelled resentment.
The lack of consensus over the form, purpose and content of professional music education is also symptomatic of wider instability. Music education in the schools and Many of the concerns of the Society of Arts and the professional musicians and musiclovers who responded to the Musical Education Committee were specific to their time, tied up with concerns of status and musical standards. Yet issues of finance and accountability, the relationship between education and professional practice, the breadth of the curriculum and pedagogical issues of conformity and style remain important to modern-day music educators.
While Music can take its cue from other disciplines, ultimately its own identities, purposes and pathways are required. As Ehrlich noted, the Committee failed to pinpoint exactly what was needed from a professional musical education; perhaps the numerous Continental models and the differing opinions of British musicians made consensus impossible. In addition, there was no agreement over the intended recipients of the musical education on offer at the Royal Academy.
While a much clearer remit usually characterises music programmes in the modern world, educators can do well to take heed of the need for clarity of purpose and careful consideration of curriculum in order to maintain status and support in a competitive environment. 
